
We make learning real ™

CycLoan
Mortgage Banking Simulation



At PriSim Business War Games, our goal is to help our clients improve their 
decision-makers’ business acumen, strategic thinking, leadership, and financial 
skills. We accomplish our mission by developing and conducting live seminars that 
combine computerized business simulations with classroom lectures, exercises, and 
discussions. Our client list is made up of top companies 
across many industries: companies that are focused on 
developing their most critical strategic resource - the 
knowledge capital of their people!

Our classes serve as a business laboratory where skills 
are built, new ideas are tested, and strategies are 
practiced in a “what if” environment that is extremely 
effective for learning and for change. Our instructors are 
experienced consultants and adjunct professors from 
Northwestern University.
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• Courses are available 
in multiple formats  
(2, 2.5, and 3 days)
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Over a period of several days, course participants 
will be introduced to the fundamental business tools 
needed to achieve a long-term competitive advantage. 
Participants will be challenged to apply these tools in a 

computer-simulated environment, where their performance will be evaluated by a marketplace 
that has been created by competing participant teams. At the center of this “Learn by Doing” 
course is the Cycloan business exercise. In Cycloan, participants will be immersed in a learning 
activity unlike any they have experienced before. Over a period of several simulated years, teams 
will be challenged to manage a retail sales branch, competing for both customers and qualified 
employees in a dynamic market. At the end of each simulated year, teams receive performance 
feedback in the form of financial and industry reports. Participants will learn how to use these 
performance barometers to build a winning business strategy.

An Interactive Mortgage Branch Exercise

Does your team 
need to be...

R More Strategic?

R More Financially Aware?

R More Customer-Focused?

R Market-Aware?

R More Business Savvy?

R More Involved and  
Energized?

Equip Your Team for ALL the Challenges 
of Mortgage Branch Management!

Participants Will Learn:
• How to apply proven business concepts to mortgage branch 

management
•  How to develop effective business plans by conducting detailed 

market/competitive analysis
•  How to create market strategies, including sourcing alternatives, 

that:
 − recognize competitive advantages and disadvantages
 − exploit market opportunities, company strengths, and  

  competitor weaknesses
 − mitigate market threats and company weaknesses
 − anticipate competitor reactions
•  How to align tactical decisions with intended strategies
•  How to measure success using financial reports and ratios
•  How to establish effective group roles and processes

CycLoan
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CycLoan
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Simulation Dashboard

• Market Analysis and Forecasting of unit-sales and treasury rates. Customer funding 
forecasts 

• Customer Survey including sensitivities, anticipated CSI, and our offer vs. market averages 
• Customer Segmentation including by income-levels (high, medium, low, and existing 

customers) and purchase-type (refinance, existing-property, and new construction) 
• Product Profitability analysis including average loan amount, and revenue and expenses
• Products and Pricing by product type including adjustments to rate-sheet fees, actual fees 

collected, average market fees, and application, conversion, and funding forecasts 
• Sourcing and Lead Generation including source-competency, lead generation, conversions, 

and fundings by lead-type (including realtors, builders, existing/referrals, and other sources 
• Customer Lead Conversion by segment including average loan size, diversity, speed, 

segment-competency, service-value, rate-adjustments, and customer satisfaction 
• Sales Manager Activity Management including sales calls and loan-originator selection 
• Loan Originator Activity Management including lead generation and conversion 
• Sales Office decisions including opening/closing satellite offices, loan center awareness, 

promotion and advertising, and support staff hiring/firing and management 
• Staffing and Sales Management including staffing profiles and loan-originator diversity-

levels
• Loan Originator Staffing including headcount analysis, hiring and firing, diversity hiring, 

experienced hiring, production bonuses, and turnover analysis 
• Income Statement and Profit analysis including fundings-to-applications in volume, units, 

and average balance. Revenues by OMSR, origination fees, cross-sell. Direct and indirect 
expenses.

• Operating Statistics including originations, applications per origination, OMSR, revenues, 
average commission, direct expense efficiency ratio, profit, fundings, applications, and 
customer satisfaction 



Turn your PriSim course into  
a real-world planning session. 
Our Action Planning approach 
takes management and leadership 
development to its ultimate 
conclusion: application in  
producing real-world solutions and 
action plans.

Your decision-makers will immediately apply business concepts learned during your 
PriSim course to real-world planning. In addition, because execution is critical to 
success, participants will utilize Stephen Covey’s Four Disciplines of Execution. A 
real-world business goal will be identified and an action plan will be developed for 
post-course implementation.

Action Planning

Why Choose PriSim?
Our skill and experience at developing 
and delivering interactive business 
simulation courses make us the partner 
of choice to take your training program 
to the next exciting level! 

Learn Through Doing - Studies show 
that if people see, hear, and 
try new ideas, retention 
rates increase 
dramatically. 
PriSim’s exercises 
actively engage 
participants 
in the learning 
process. We understand 
that true engagement requires 
more than just software; it requires 
focused content that is relevant to the 
real world, and outstanding process 
facilitation.
Turnkey Courses - PriSim’s courses are 

complete and ready-to-run. Our courses 
include the instruction itself as well as 
the participant guides, lecture materials, 
and hands-on exercises that serve 
to integrate and expand beyond the 
simulation experience. 

Customization and Partnering - We 
use your language, 

highlight 
the specific 
challenges in your 

industry, and teach 
your company’s 

model of business. 
PriSim® is a leading 

developer of customized 
business simulations. If 

you feel that you would like 
to take Test Drive to the next level in 
mirroring your business, we can do 
whatever customization is required.



From the classroom to the bottom-line™

PRIsim.com (888) 4-PRISIM

“Cycloan provided us with a real-time 
view of our strategies and our ability to 
react to everchanging market conditions. 
It allowed us to bring into perspective for 
the participants their role in managing 
a market by allowing them to view the 
business holistically on an added value
basis. It is an engaging exercise with 
real world relevance that will improve 
any participant’s awareness of business 
management.”

- Executive Vice President, Large Mortgage Company 

“Wow! The war games were fantastic!

I walked away feeling I could better 

align my real world resources to ensure 

a sustainable competitive advantage.”

- Sales Vice President, 

Leading U.S. Mortgage Company

See things differently, 
think differently™

“There was terrific value in enforcing 

to our management group the critical 

importance of stepping back from 

working ‘in’ their business (managing) 

and to start thinking strategically 

(working ‘on’ their business - leading). 

So often, managers in the mortgage 

business cannot overcome the 

gravitational force that is pulling them 

into the ‘every day’ aspects of the 

business. 

This simulation was particularly 

relevant given that each of our sales 

leaders is responsible for their own 

P&L. Almost every variable component 

in the simulation mirrored those for 

which our leaders are responsible 

every day.”
- Loan Production Manager

Major U.S. Regional Bank


